
The Return of the King?
Well, that certainly didn’t go as hoped. Far from finding information that would save him, your research has 
painted a very dark picture of Elvis indeed. With a heavy heart, you call the chairman of the Hall of Fame 
committee, explain what you’ve found, and ask which of these dreadful misdeeds Elvis is being kicked out for.

To your surprise, he laughs. “Don’t be ridiculous — if everyone who’s committed these sorts of minor 
peccadillos were kicked out, this place would be empty by now! No, we suspect Mr. Costello of something far 
more serious, something truly unacceptable in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. I’m sure you can figure it out if 
you dig a little deeper.”

Complete the diagram below by entering the names of the five albums, and the answers to the five puzzles, in 
the correct boxes. Each solid arrow joins the name of an album with the answer from that album’s song puzzle. 
Each dotted arrow joins a puzzle answer to a different, especially appropriate, album title. One album has been 
filled in to get you started.

Proceed until you’ve filled all the boxes. When you’re finished, the indicated letters, starting from the bold 
arrow and proceeding clockwise, will spell out Elvis’s truly inexcusable (alleged) transgression.

What is Elvis suspected of?   __________________

This is indeed serious. But could Elvis really be guilty of such a thing? You scan the papers carefully, searching 
for proof. To your dismay, there it is, staring you in the face: practically a confession in Elvis' own words. 
You've found (or, technically, failed to find) incontrovertible, albeit scrambled, evidence of his wrongdoing. 
Write down these pieces of evidence below:

______________      ______________      ______________      ______________      ______________

As you stare at the proof in despair, you suddenly see a glimmer of hope! Maybe Elvis can find his way back 
into the Hall after all!  Order the pieces of evidence chronologically by the release dates of the albums where 
you found them, then take the first letters of each and shift them two spaces forward in the alphabet to answer 
one final question:

If Elvis hopes to get reinstated, where should he go now?   __________________
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